The coverage produced by the water jets is believed to be a key factor for the effectiveness of 25 cleaning (Wang et al., 2013a) . Within ADWs, impinging jets may impact the different surfaces at 26 a wide range of angles. Different angles of ejection are obtained by varying the design of the 27 individual nozzles present in a spray arm and by changing the pump pressure. This produces 28 different ejection paths depending on the nozzle considered. Also, the spray arm rotation rate is 29 a consequence of the total torque generated. Generally, the presence of one or more 'driving 30 nozzles' at the bottom of a spray arm creates a net force due to the reaction force that is produced 31 on the spray arm once the water is ejected (Newton's third law). 
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Table 5 . Temperature and pH were in a range from 30 ºC to 55 ºC 223 and 9.5 to 11.5 respectively. Enzyme levels were set between 0.02 g/l and 0.10 g/l. These ranges 
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Experiments studied temperature, pH and enzyme level effects in a real wash environment. Shear 259 stress applied and frequency factor remained constant as they were dependent on the appliance 260 design and spray arm rotation rate which were invariant. EXPERIMENT TEMPERATURE pH ENZYME LEVEL Dynamic Gauge. This technique is a regression method typically more robust than classical 282 principal components approaches (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986) . In order to gain a better insight 283 on the method development and principles, the reader is referred to Wold (1985) . The technique, 284 rather than single outputs, enables the processing of time-evolving results. For jet #1, the impact time over the tile was estimated at 0.0013 seconds per revolution of the 383 spray arm. This corresponds to only 0.07% of the total rotational time. This is a consequence of 384 the rho angle design value (ρ jet = 89 degrees), which projects the jet almost vertically in the 385 dishwasher. For jet #2, the impact time was higher and estimated to be 0.0272 seconds. This led 386 to a frequency of impact of 1.59% of the total rotational time. The rho angle design (ρ jet = 70 387 degrees) projected this jet less vertically in the dishwasher, thus allowing it to impact the soil tile 388 for longer. For the integrated model simulations, the frequency of application of an external shear 389 stress over the soil tile was assigned a value of 1.59%, representing the best-case scenario
It was also assumed that the shear stress generated across the CFT tile area was 391 homogeneous at any time the impact of the jets occurred.
393
Statistical models for the prediction of individual cleaning mechanisms rates 394
Partial Least Squares analysis
395
An initial PLS analysis to the data generated via the 22 custom-design experiments determined 396 that, among the factors considered, temperature, pH, enzyme level and the frequency factor were 397 significant contributors to the thickness change of the egg yolk CFT tiles. However, the net shear 398 stress applied over the sample did not produce a significant impact on thickness change within 399 the range studied (from 12 to 65 Pa). This indicates that the removal of soil layers occurred faster 400 whenever some external energy input was applied (frequency factor), but that an increase in the 401 external energy imposed (net shear stress) barely changed the rate of removal. With all these tools already presented and data shown, it was possible to estimate ADW cleaning 476 profiles at the different experimental conditions shown in Table 3 .
478
Integrated simulation and comparison with real data.
479 Figure 7 illustrates the comparisons made between real and simulated data for the ADW tests.
480 Table 5 A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T value corresponded to the experimental case at lowest temperature (30ºC), pH (9.5) and enzyme 502 level (0.02 g/l) in the sFDG. As a consequence, the statistical model built will never be able to 503 predict such low removal rates within the levels studied.
505 506
Negative values shown at early times on some experimental data (i.e. #1) corresponds to the 507 initial wetting phenomenon on the front of the camera lens. This distorted the initial data collected 508 by obscuring the images. Therefore, SRI estimated was found to be slightly lower than 0%. This 509 deviation was checked to be negligible once the presence of drops or moisture on the camera kit 510 stabilised and the variation of color due to the external factors disappeared.
512
Main differences between sFDG and ADW set-ups are summarised in Table 6 The model has shown to be a valid approach though it still requires a more refined approach to 578 make it more accurate. Difficulties arose when assuming a complete correlation from the 579 thickness data obtained via de sFDG and the SRI data estimated via image analysis. Future work 580 would have to focused on how these techniques correlate by studying in detail the link between 581 the removal of a soil layer with the change in colour produced. Data shown in these work suggests 582 that the correlation exits as similar trends were clearly captured by the two techniques. Also, the 583 differences between the different set-ups must also be considered. The benefits of this 584 methodology is that enables different profiles over time of the cleaning factors used as inputs. 
